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The present invention relates to elastic of a Scroll and arrange admission conduit 7

fluid turbines and especially to what are tangentially to the scroll at its point of
termed usually, low pressure turbines, the largest cross Sectional area, so that the
Same being turbines supplied with elastic elastic fluid is Supplied to the scroll at one
5 fluid of relatively low initial pressure. The of its ends and flows around the scroll in a t
elastic fluid utilized is usually steam and my circular path. With this arrangement the
invention is particularly well adapted for particles of liquid in the elastic fluid, being
use in connection with steam turbines. It heavier than the elastic fluid itself, will be
is not limited necessarily, however, to tur thl'OWn outward to the periphery of the
10 bines of this type. For example, it may be Scroll by centrifugal force. I then pro
used with advantage in connection with mer Vide in connection with the periphery of the
scroll, means for catching the liquid particles
cury turbines.
The steam Supplied to low pressure tur thrown out and conveying them away. To
bines often contains moisture and if moisture this end provide Surrounding the scroll,
15 is present to any considerable extent, it af Walls 8 which define an annular liquid dis.
fects adversely the efficiency of the turbines. charge chamber 9, which chamber communi
Or reversely considered, the efficiency of the cates, with admission chamber 6 through a
turbine is improved if the low pressure steam circular slot 10. The walls of chamber 6
leading up to slot 10 are curved outwardly
supplied to it is free from moisture.
20 The object of my invention is to provide as is indicated at 11, so that liquid particles 5
in connection with low pressure elastic fluid which engage the walls 11 tend to flow out
turbines, an improved construction and ar Ward, through slot 10 into liquid discharge
rangement for separating liquid particles chamber 9. Walls 11 project inward into
from the elastic fluid supplied to the turbine, chamber 9 whereby there are formed troughs 80
25 and for a consideration of what I believe to 9" at each side of the chambers, the slot 10
be novel and my invention, attention is being between them. With this arrange
directed to the accompanying description ment, moisture separated out in the upper
half of the Scroll and passing through slot 10
and the claims appended thereto.
In the drawing, Fig. 1 is a sectional view into chamber 9 will not be able to fall back
chamber 6 after its velocity is destroyed
80 of a low pressure turbine embodying my in into
by friction but instead will fall into one of
vention, the section being taken on line 1-1, the
troughs 9 and drain into one of the
Fig. 2, and Fig. 2 is a face view of the con
pipes
12 or 13. Connected with liquid dis
struction shown in Fig. 1
Referring to the drawing, 1. indicates the charge chamber 9 at its lower side is a dis 90
3 5 casing of a turbine, 2 the shaft, 3 the bucket charge conduit 12 through which liquid
accumulates in the bottom of chamber
wheels mounted on shaft 2, and 4 nozzle which
diaphragms which are suitably mounted in 9 is carried away. Also connected with it
above conduit 7 is a discharge conduit
casing 1. The first ring of nozzles is indi just
cated at 5 and the admission chamber from 13 for conveying away liquid from that por
95
40 which elastic fluid is supplied to the first tion of chamber 9.
?
With
the
foregoing
arrangement,
the
ring of nozzles is indicated at 6. The con
particles carried along with the elastic
duit which supplies elastic fluid to the tur liquid
fluid through conduit 7 will be separated out
bine is indicated at 7. It may lead from any in
scroll and conveyed away while the
suitable source of supply. For example, the the fluid
itself will be supplied through 00
turbine illustrated may be the low pressure elastic
nozzles
5
to
the
turbine.
turbine of a compound machine in which case
The above-described arrangement, in addi
conduit 7 conveys the exhaust from a higher tion
to performing its function in separat
pressure turbine to the low pressure turbine.
the liquid particles from the elastic fluid 105
The general turbine construction so far ing
an efficient manner, has the advantages
described is illustrated only by way of ex in
also that it is simple in structure and ca
ample and is to be taken as typical of any pable
of being supplied at low cost. Its pro
suitable machine.
vision
adds no extra parts to the turbine
According to the embodiment of my in
nor any additional mechanism, and occu 10
vention illustrated in the drawing, I con pies
no additional floor space. It requires
struct the admission chamber 6 in the form
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only the special shaping of the admission
chamber. This has the advantage, also, that
the separator is directly adjacent to the first
ring of nozzles so that the elastic fluidis. Sup
plied to the nozzles directly from it, and with
little disturbance of the flow.
".
In accordance with the provisions. Of the

comprising a liquid discharge chamber adja
cent said admission chamber, a wall between
said chambers along which the change in
direction of the elastic fluid occurs, and a

the apparatus which I now consider to
represent the best embodiment thereof, but
I desire to have it understood that the appa
ratus shown is only illustrative and that the
invention may be carried out by other

direction of flow of the elastic fluid is

60

slot in said Wall connecting said chambers.
6. An elastic fluid turbine having an ad
mission chamber provided with a curved
Patent Office, I have described the principle wall, a conduit for supplying elastic fluid
of operation of my invention, together with along said wall at an angle such that the

changed thereby, means for receiving and
conveying away particles of fluid thrown
from the elastic fluid to said Wall of the ad
mission chamber by the change in direction
BES.
of flow, and means for preventing, such
What I claim as new and desire to Secure liquid particles from being again mixed
the elastic fluid while it is being con
:by Letters Patent of the United States is: with
veyed away.
1. The combination with an elastic fluid

-turbine of an admission chamber from

7... The combination With an elastic fluid

70

75

which elastic fluid is supplied to the turbine, turbine, , of a combined admission chamber
said chamber, having a curved Wall, means and centrifugal separator comprising a
for directing elastic fluid along said Wall, scroll casing adjacent the inlet end of the SO
-means providing an annular liquid dist sturbine and communicating there with at its
charge chamber adjacent the first-named inner end, Said Scroll casing being adapted
chamber and separated therefrom by said ...to receive elastic fluid.at its opposite, end and
wall, and a slot-in said wall connecting said having a peripheral slot, and means pro 85
chambers.
viding a discharge chamber in , communica
2. An elastic fluid turbine having an ad ition with the admission chamber through
; ,;
mission chamber in the form of a scroll for said slot.
30 effecting centrifugal separation of liquid
-8. The combination with an elastic fluid
particles from the elastic fluid by reason of sturbine, , of a combined admission chamber
flow therethrough, and means associated and centrifugal separator comprising a 90
with the scroll for receiving and carrying scroll casing adjacent the inlet, end of the
away the centrifugally separated liquid par sturbine, and communicating Ithere with at its:
ticles contained in the elastic fluid supplied inner end, said, Scroll casing being adapted
to the scroll.
to receive elastic fluid at its opposite-end
3. An elastic fluid turbine having an ad and having a peripheral slot. and means, pro 95
mission chamber in the form of a-scroll, and viding a discharge chamber in communica
walls surrounding the scroll which define an tion with the admission chamber through
annular chamber communicating with the said slot, the walls, of Said, discharge cham
-ber being shaped to prevent the return of
scroll at its periphery.
00
4. The combination with an elastic fluid separated liquid to the scroll casing.
turbine having an annular admission cham 9. The combination ywith ans elastic fluid
ber, of a conduit for supplying elastic fluid -turbine having an admission nozzle means,
45 tangentially to said chamber whereby said of an admission, chamber in the form of a
elastic fluid is subjected to a change in direc ..scroll having a peripheral slot and out
tion therein, and means associated with the wardly flaring walls on oppositesides and 105
outer wall of said chamber for eonveying along said slot, Walls. Surrounding said ad
away particles of liquid thrown from the mission chamber, which define a liquid; dis
elastic fluid by the change in direction.
charge chamber which communicates with
5. An elastic fluid.turbine having an ad the admission chamber through said slot,
mission chamber, a conduit, for supplying certain of the Walls. Of the discharge, cham O
elastic fluid thereto at an angle such that the ber being shaped to formtroughs, along and
direction of flow of the elastic fluid is adjacent the slot on opposite sides thereof.
changed therein, and means' for receiving , In, witness whereof I have hereunto, set
and conveying away particles of liquid my hand this. 4th day, of November 1925.
thrown out from the elastic fluid when it

changes its direction of flow, said means

GLENN B. WARREN.

